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CHAPTER 1 – BACKGROUND, PLATFORM AND RATIONALE 

This chapter provides backgrounds on the purpose, content and organization of the book.  I provide justification for 
another book on rock music (given that 100’s have been, and continue to be published.)  I also provide my 
professional, creative and personal credentials for writing this book, at this time.  This chapter also outlines the 
organizational plan (roadmap) to the rest of the books. 

 

 Why Another Book about Rock Music:  Continued interest and success of this genre; Important 
lessons on community creativity and vibrancy; Organized around community as unit of analysis; 
Music seen as collective enterprise; Real reporting and objective analysis. 

 Limitations of Existing Books:  Personal narrative and memoir; Biased or inaccurate; Focus on one 
band or artist; Lack of theoretical grounding; Encyclopedic collection of facts and/or pictures; 
Sensational focus on sex and drugs; Lack of larger context. 

 My Professional Platform and Credentials:  Social scientist, biologist, and journalist; Research on 
social change, innovation diffusion, community development and demography; extensive use of 
music in teaching and activism; blogging on music for over a decade. 

 Creative Credentials:  Painting and drawing (4-10); Guitar lessons (12-18); Solo guitar, vocals, and 
harp (16-30); Guitar and Mandolin (48-now); Video production (20 - now). 
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CHAPTER 2 – SOCIAL, TECHNOLOGICAL AND CULTURAL CHANGE 

This chapter presents a broad and detailed overview of the major social, technological and cultural trends 
that were transforming rock music – along with the rest of society.  This chapter also focuses on inter-
related social conflicts:  generation gap; racial tensions; antiwar rallies; police repression; male chauvinism; 
and wealth inequality.  Most of these conflicts were resolved or repressed by 1975. 

 
 

SOCIAL TRENDS INTERACTING WITH ROCK MUSIC  

 Demographic: baby boom, racial integration, higher incomes and education 

 Political:  civil rights; women’s liberation; anti-war and draft resistance 

 

TECHNOLOGICAL TRENDS INTERACTING WITH ROCK MUSIC 

 Sound and Music:  record albums; FM and pirate radio stations; amplification 

 Travel and Mobility:  automotive and air travel; hitchhiking;  drive-in Movies 

 Communication and Convenience:  telephones; birth control pills, fast food, malls  

 

CULTURAL TRENDS INTERACTING WITH ROCK MUSIC 

 Spiritual:  drugs, native cultures; and new-age spirituality 

 Economic: prosperity, natural foods and sustainable living 

 Relationships:  rise of women, focus on youth, open dating  
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CHAPTER 3 - DEVELOPMENT AND DIFFUSION OF ROCK MUSIC 

This chapter explores the role of music in society more generally and rock music more specifically.  
Comparisons are made between the first ten years of rock music; and the transformation starting in the 
mid-sixties.   Three social science theories guide the analysis and build a foundation for the community case 
studies that follow.  Particular attention is given to the social impacts and implications of increasingly 
complex and controversial rock lyrics. 

 
 
Importance of Music for Society and People:   Music is among our earliest forms of communication and 
celebration.   Music promotes bonding through shared values, views and interests.   Music represents a vital 
form of social capital that connects people across generation and locations. 

Roots of Rock Music:  Rock has a direct connection to blues, rockabilly, surf, and folk.  These are the focus 
of this book and the community case studies that follow.  Secondary influences on rock music such as jazz, 
soul, R&B, bluegrass and others will be mentioned when appropriate.  

New Streams Enter Later:  Rock music became a large umbrella that included many more influences – 
particularly as musicians improvised and experimented.  This included bringing in established genres (Jazz, 
Bluegrass); as well as emerging ones (Reggae, outlaw country) – particularly since 1967. 

Social-Cultural Meanings of Rock Music:  Rock music lyrics became increasingly complex and significant 
over time.  Songs promoted the following:  Progressive values and vision; Rebellion and nonconformity; 
Alternative realities; Peace and Love.  Lyrics also united young people and provided sense of identity. 

Social Movements, Media and Culture:  Music both created and was shaped by social movements and 
cultural innovations.  These movements were discusses in the previous chapter.  New forms of media 
developed to communicate about and share music. 
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CHAPTER 4 - COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS AND CREATIVITY 

This Chapter explains the various sociological models of community and applies them to the development 
of music between 1955 and 1975.  Community connectivity is a key factor in community creativity and 
development.  This is particularly true for music and other forms of art.  The following six models together 
will provide the framework for understanding the detailed case studies that follow in the next part of the 
book. 

  

Community as Network Connectivity:  Communities represent the network of connections that integrate 
people into society.  Until recently, people traditionally connected to and through a geographic place.  Now 
networks are more virtual than real.  Social networks represent:  Support systems (for aid, comfort, and 
resources); Learning communities of peers and mentors; and Sense of belonging. 

Community as Communal Third Places:  Communities revolve around “Third Places” where people 
congregate away from home and work.  Music-related third places include:  Coffee shops and bars; 
Performance Venues (arenas to small clubs); Recording studios and music stores; and Festivals. 

Community as Norms and Standards:  People learn how to act and what to think based in part by where 
they live and who they interact with.  For creative communities to flourish, the following are important: 
Tolerance of noise and crowds; Liberal drinking and drug laws; Pursuit of happiness and hedonism. 

Community as Values and Beliefs:  Communities create and transmit social meanings that help maintain a 
communal structure.  Creative community values include:  Support for progressive causes (equality, peace); 
sustainable lifestyles; and the Golden rule.  

Community as Market and Infrastructure: Communities provide reliable access to goods and services 
through monetary exchange, barter and sharing; and employment. Volunteerism is also an important 
source of information and inspiration. 

Community Creativity and Vibrancy: Many communities now recognize that creativity (i.e., vibrancy) 
represents the key to economic development and quality of life.  Various research indicators  and lessons 
will be shared about how communities have been able to nurture and promote their local talent. 
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CHAPTERS 5 – 10: 
CREATIVE COMMUNITY CASE STUDIES 

Growing prosperity and industrialization after World War II led to increased migration.  Like birds of a feather, 
musicians clustered together.  The role of music also was expanding with the baby boom which meant greater 
demand and support for musicians.  “Rock and Roll” music arose in the mid-fifties and revolutionized culture and 
lifestyles.  Six communities were the key to nurturing and promoting rock music and associated countercultures.  This 
rest of this book weaves together a network of connections both within geographical communities, as well as 
between these places.  

 

 Style Contribution Time of Impact 

Chicago Blues, Folk 1955 - 1975 

London Blues, Folk, Rockabilly 1960 - 1975 

Los Angeles Folk, Rockabilly, Surf 1955 - 1975 

Memphis Blues, Rockabilly 1955 - 1960 

New York City Folk 1960 - 1975 

San Francisco  Blues, Folk 1965 - 1975 

 

REASONS FOR SELECTING COMMUNITIES 

The following briefly explains my reasons for selecting the six cities.  As indicated in the above table each community 
was of importance during different times.  Some grew in terms of impact, while others did not.  In addition, the 
relative contribution of the four early styles of music will be noted (Blues, Folk, Rockabilly, and Surf.)   

 Chicago was the logical northern point for many black blues musicians after WW II (e.g., Muddy Waters, Howlin 
Wolf.)  Chess Records was vital to the creation and diffusion of the electric blues that exploded from Chicago’s 
south-side.  This community became a magnet in the mid-sixties for English bands (Stones and Clapton); and 
breeding ground for local musicians (e.g., Paul Butterfield, Mike Bloomfield.)  Chicago also had a vital folk scene 
on the north side that produced John Prine and Steve Goodman.)  Chicago is still home to Buddy Guy (heir to 
Muddy Waters.)  

 London was the key melting pot or breeding ground for much of what became defined as “Rock Music.”  
Experience after World War II was much tougher than in the US.  This led to great innovation, particularly in 
adapting and popularizing American musical styles.  In return, the Beatles had particular influence on American 
music.  Many other English bands and musicians cooked up hybrids of blues, rockabilly, folk and other styles for 
American fans.   

 Los Angeles has been a key creator and driver of American culture since movies began.   LA’s impact really grew 
via the growth of television.  LA also embodied the American dream of sun, surf and freedom.  Key music that 
fostered Rock’s early days included: Surf (Ventures, Beach Boys); Rockabilly (Ricky Nelson, Johnny Rivers), and 
Folk (Kingston Trio, Limelighters.)  LA music was reborn in the mid-sixties (in response to the British Invasion.)  
Important bands (Doors, Byrds, and Love) were innovative and inspired by social change. 
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 Memphis was the creative community that brought rock and roll music to the masses.  Blending white rockabilly 
with black blues happened as Sun Studios in the mid-fifties.  The significance of Memphis in rock music 
development was short-lived as stars moved both geographically and stylistically.  Elvis Presley switched to pop 
and centered his work in Los Angeles.  Johnny Cash moved to Nashville and country music.  

 New York City was of relatively little importance to the early rise of Rock music despite their major influence on 
the pop recording industry and music.  Greenwich Village was the one creative community of any real 
significance to rock music’s early development.  During the early sixties NYC was fertile ground for meaningful 
folk music (Bob Dylan, Peter Paul and Mary.)  NYC’s impact grew after 1970 (Punk, Disco); while attracting British 
rock stars (John Lennon, Keith Richards.) It remains a center of music production and business. 

 San Francisco rose to importance along with the hippie counterculture centered in the Haight-Ashbury.  Tracing 
roots to the beatniks and Bohemians of the mid-fifties, musicians tended to be more experimental and 
innovative – particularly in blending musical genres.  Bands from the Bay area (Grateful Dead, Jefferson Airplane, 
Big Brother, and others) represented lifestyle leadership and political inspiration.  San Francisco has continued to 
provide music leadership and innovation.  

COMMUNITY INFORMATION AND INDICATORS 

The six community case studies will use the same format and types of information.  Chapters (5-10) will include the 
following information and indicators: 

 Social, demographic and cultural history 

 Musical and creative history and heritage 

 History of conflicts, confrontation, and counterculture. 

 Profiles of key people: (musicians and bands; promoters and producers) 

 Clubs, theaters and other venues 

 Support structure and infrastructure 

Sources will include review of previously published books and articles.  In addition, each section will include quotes 
from key individuals.  Plans are underway to gather original insights and information from living musical legends via a 
strategic partnership and internet-based research. 

APPENDICES AND INTERNET RESOURCES 

 Lists of bands, musicians and others for each community.  Profiles of major festivals. 

 Lists of most popular, influential, and successful songs and albums for each year. 

 Timelines for major social, technological and cultural changes (overall and for each community)  

 Annotated bibliography of books and websites; Footnotes and references 

 Website: http://RockInSociety.com  
 

  

http://rockinsociety.com/
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CHAPTER 11 – ROCK MUSIC SINCE 1975 

 Music production became more decentralized after 1970.  Within the US, new rock music grew from 
rural regions (southeastern US, the Jersey shore), smaller cities (Seattle, WA, Austin, TX), and college 
towns (Chapel Hill, NC, Athens, GA).  Technology continues to clearly impact how music is produced and 
consumed; through social networking, home recording, and video.  Like other economic segments, 
music production and consumption are now global enterprises. 

 By 1975, rock music had splintered into a number of sub-genres.  In addition to classic rock, these 
include:  heavy metal, punk rock, reggae, country rock, disco, art rock, and others.  Much of the spirit 
and intensity of rock music is reflected in rap and hip-hop.  Country music has retained rockabilly roots 
and rock instrumentation; remaining popular with key groups.  Power relationships in the music 
industry have shifted from the music companies and retail outlets to enable direct connections 
between the creators and consumers of music.   

 Major organizations (the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame) keep the music and legends alive.  Rolling Stone 
and Billboard are still major sources of information, but the Internet provides countless other sources of 
insight and inspiration.   Some blues legends (Buddy Guy, Charlie Musselwhite) are having career 
comebacks.  Rock bands continue to sell out concert tours including:  the Rolling Stones, Crosby, Stills 
and Nash, the Allman Brothers, and others.  This book will include comments from as many of these as 
possible.   

Chapter 12 – Conclusions and Implications 

 Music is inherent in human nature and has played a major role in social change.  Research proves that 
music has significant impacts on individual and community well-being.  Music enriches understanding of 
history and social change by reflecting the social environment at the time of its creation.  Music gives 
voice to group, ethnic, and national identities; while recalling memories, traditions, and heritage.  It is a 
dominant force of youth socialization, education, and inspiration.   

 Music serves as a vital force that brings groups of people together. Rock music began as an act of youth 
rebellion and source of conflict among the generations.  Ironically, rock music can also build 
understanding and connections.  The enduring popularity of the Beatles, Doors, Jimi Hendrix, and 
others provide such bridging social capital.  In addition, today’s youth are asking many of the same 
questions their parents did in the sixties when rock music was created.   

 Communities that tap people's creativity experience higher quality of life and economic development.  
Those that led in rock music creativity reaped these and other benefits.  Social factors influencing 
musical creativity include: ethnic and cultural diversity; access to music technology and support 
systems; countercultures and tolerance; and easy access to “Third Places.”  Unfortunately, most current 
approaches to community development actually discourage and disadvantage creative individuals and 
businesses through high living costs, restrictive zoning and other factors.  

 

 


